
 

The nuclear industry has been selling the world a story that nuclear power is a solution to climate change 

because it does not generate carbon dioxide (CO2), a major greenhouse gas. While this is true of the nuclear 

chain reaction itself, the front and back ends of nuclear power are giant industries that generate a large 

volume of CO2 and leave a trail of endlessly dangerous radioactivity along the way. 
 

☢   Nuclear power has a big carbon footprint. At the front end of nuclear power, carbon energy is used for 

uranium mining, milling, refining, and enrichment, as well as fuel fabrication and construction of nuclear 

reactors (power plants). At the back end, there is the task of isolating highly radioactive nuclear waste for 

millennia—a task which science has so far not been able to address.  

 

☢   Nuclear power needs big water.  Wonder why nuclear reactors sit on oceans, lakes and rivers? Three 

reactors at Indian Point use 2.5 billion gallons of water daily – twice New York City’s consumption – and 

dump as much heat as in the Hiroshima bomb explosion back into the Hudson River every 2 hours. Heated 

water causes serious damage to aquatic life, killing millions of fish and untold numbers of macroinvertebrates, 

aquatic eggs and larvae. It can devastate ecosystems.   

 

☢   Radioactive pollution: Throughout the nuclear industry, radioactive contamination of air, land and water 

occurs. Uranium mine and mill cleanup demands large amounts of fossil fuel. Each year 2,000 metric tons of 

high-level radioactive waste and twelve million cubic-feet of low-level radioactive waste are generated in the 

U.S. alone. None of this will magically disappear. Vast amounts of energy will be needed to isolate these 

dangerous wastes for generations to come. Meanwhile, shortcuts are being taken in nuclear waste storage. 

 

☢   Nuclear power takes too long to deploy.  Construction of the 1500 new reactors that the nuclear industry 

claims are needed to address global warming would mean opening a new reactor once every 2 weeks for the 

next 60 years.  Reactors can take 10-15 years to build with an estimated cost of $12-15 billion each. So-called 

“small” reactors are the last-gasp attempts We need to supply low-carbon energy sources NOW.   

  

☢   Nuclear power is not suited for warming climates.   Nuclear reactors need continuous                          

 cool water to remove heat from their cores. Reactors have been forced to close during heat 

waves due to warmth of sea, lake or river water – just when electricity is being used 

most. Low water levels during heat and drought have also forced reactors to shut down. 

Climate change can produce unexpected results, such as disrupting the polar vortex 

and bringing record cold south. In January, 2019, two reactors on the East Coast 

shut down after screens on their water intakes froze over.    

 

 ☢   Nuclear power is not flexible.  Nuclear is all-or-nothing power. A reactor 

can’t be geared to produce less power when electricity from renewables (like wind and solar) increases on the grid.  

When a reactor shuts down due to accident, breakdown or permanent closure, a large amount of power has to be 

found elsewhere. It’s important to develop renewables NOW to be able to replace electricity when utilities 

announce reactor closures.                                                                                                  continued on page 2              

 

https://www.nirs.org/wp-content/uploads/closeindianpoint/water-and-indianpoint.pdf
https://www.nj.com/salem/2019/02/its-so-cold-even-a-nuclear-reactor-in-nj-cant-do-its-job.html?fbclid=IwAR2_DRlnBxxH3_ean3f8hQDrcmuMw3bqwfdTXwv_Yd2NUS84dR8HtjruhLA
https://www.nj.com/salem/2019/02/its-so-cold-even-a-nuclear-reactor-in-nj-cant-do-its-job.html?fbclid=IwAR2_DRlnBxxH3_ean3f8hQDrcmuMw3bqwfdTXwv_Yd2NUS84dR8HtjruhLA


 

☢   Nuclear subsidies rob research on renewables.  Nuclear power has been subsidized throughout most of its 

fuel chain. In 2011 the Union of Concerned Scientists published Nuclear Power, Still Not Viable without 

Subsidies. This report shows that in some cases subsidies were greater than the value of the electricity produced. 

Subsidies are supposed to be for new innovations – not for propping up outdated technologies like fossil fuels 

and nuclear. Nuclear is also a dirty extractive industry – and like coal, oil and gas, nuclear depends on a limited 

supply of natural resources (uranium) in the ground.  

 

☢   Cost of nuclear is going up, while cost of renewables is going down.  Estimates for new reactors are, on 

average, four times higher than estimates from 10 years ago.  Estimates for new reactors are invariably far less 

than the final cost, with the final cost often doubling and sometimes tripling. Sometimes, as in the cases of the 

Columbia Generating Station, Cherokee, and Perry, billions were spent while the reactors were never finished. 

Costs of renewables continue going down while their efficiency increases.    

 

 Six times as much carbon can be saved with efficiency or wind.  Benjamin Sovacool from the Institute for 

Energy and Environment at Vermont Law School averaged the high and low estimates of carbon pollution from 

nuclear power. His study revealed that nuclear power’s carbon emissions are well below scrubbed coal-fired 

plants, natural gas-fired plants and oil. However, nuclear emits twice as much carbon as solar photovoltaic and 

six times as much as onshore wind farms. Energy efficiency and some of the other renewables also beat nuclear 

by sixfold or more.                                       

 

RENEWABLES ARE THE REAL ANSWER! 
 

Mitigating climate disruption demands sound investment in 

economical, expedient, clean and, most of all, safe technologies.  

Wind and solar are getting cheaper and more efficient by leaps and 

bounds.  Advances are being made in energy storage.  Geothermal 

energy is being tapped extensively.   

 

As of mid-2019, the U.S. has 69 GW of solar photovoltaic (PV) capacity, enough to power 13 

million homes. And that's just PV. Solar water heaters are very economical and popular. There are 

also concentrated solar power arrays that generate electricity directly from the sun's heat, so the total 

amount of solar power is actually higher than the PV number alone. There are More U.S. jobs in solar than 

coal and nuclear combined (PV Magazine, 5-17-18.)  

 

 Wind supplies over 100 GW, while paying farmers high returns for land use.  Over 114,000 U.S. workers 

now have wind-powered careers. And these jobs are spread across all 50 states, meaning your state has a 

wind job even if it doesn’t have a wind farm. Wind turbine technician and solar installer are America’s two 

fastest-growing jobs, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.   

 

Amory Lovins of the Rocky Mountain Institute and Arjun Makhijani of the 

Institute for Energy and Environmental Research have written articles and 

books on how both carbon and nuclear can be replaced nationwide with 

renewables by 2050.  Dr. Makhijani’s book Carbon Free and Nuclear 

Free: A Roadmap for U.S. Energy Policy can be downloaded from the 

internet. Phasing out of nuclear power and coal is well underway.  Utilities, 

where not hampered by shortsighted laws, are making the switch to wind 

and solar. The cheapest “source” of energy has always been efficiency!  
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http://www.ucsusa.org/nuclear-power/cost-nuclear-power/nuclear-power-subsidies-report#.WPfOldIrLcc
http://www.ucsusa.org/nuclear-power/cost-nuclear-power/nuclear-power-subsidies-report#.WPfOldIrLcc
https://www.nirs.org/wp-content/uploads/climate/background/sovacool_nuclear_ghg.pdf
https://www.seia.org/us-solar-market-insight
https://pv-magazine-usa.com/2018/05/17/more-u-s-jobs-in-solar-than-coal-and-nuclear-combined
https://pv-magazine-usa.com/2018/05/17/more-u-s-jobs-in-solar-than-coal-and-nuclear-combined
https://www.bls.gov/ooh/fastest-growing.htm
http://ieer.org/resource/reports/carbon-free-and-nuclear-free
http://ieer.org/resource/reports/carbon-free-and-nuclear-free
http://www.freepik.com/free-icon/windmill_769761.htm
http://www.freepik.com/free-icon/windmill_769761.htm
http://www.freepik.com/free-icon/windmill_769761.htm

